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James Jackson is a Co-Founder of GovParts LLC. Together with his business
partner Chad Ross, they have succeeded in making GovParts a Tier 1
supplier to the Department of Defense (DOD) and an asset to small
businesses wanting to do contracts with the DOD. GovParts focus on small
business and competitive pricing is a winning formula. The experience and
drive of its founders is why its accelerating rapidly into becoming a powerful
force in the defense industry
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Detailed Past Experience
James Jackson's start , over 20 years ago, was at a
tool and die shop by the name of Signature Tool. His
apprenticeship was administered by second and third
generation German Tool & Die Makers.
He worked for Precision Laser Services, starting out
as a tool maker and quickly working his way up to the
engineering department. Together, with his now business
partner Chad Ross , they worked on manufacturing and
design as well as manage government contracts.
As sought after engineer in the manufacturing and
machining industry, James accepted a position with
Premier Hydraulic Augers in 2014. Here he successfully
built an in-house machining shop that enabled Premier to
bring in most all outsourced parts. He has designed
several popular attachments, along with other products
that has brought Premier into new areas of construction
and agricultural attachment industry.
This past combined experience is what helps GovParts
succeed but his passion and knowledge of Government
contracting is what will propel GovParts into a successful
future in the Defense industry
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